Safari wire

It is available in a variety of diameters and tip configurations to fit your preferences, your
patients, and your procedures, designed so you can confidently straighten tortuous anatomies
1 and deliver heavier instruments. Provides extra strength and stability during catheter
placement and exchange during contralateral access and in carotid procedures. Combines a
hydrophilic-coated polymer sleeve with a soft tip and flexible body - excellent for frontline and
tortuous anatomy cases. Provides excellent access with a high level of support designed for
easier device delivery in highly resistant lesions and extra support cases. Combines a
hydrophilic-coated polymer sleeve with an intermediate tip and flexible body â€” excellent for
tortuous anatomy and resistant lesion cases. Combines a silicone coating and extra rail support
to provide smooth device tracking and control in cases with challenging device delivery. The
Hydra Jagwire Guidewire offers two tips on a single guidewire - a 10cm and a 5cm hydrophilic
tip - giving physicians the ability to work with one or both. The Jagwire High Performance
Guidewire has a 5cm hydrophilic tip to help facilitate selective cannulation and negotiation of
difficult anatomy. Delivers optimal torque response and the support required for device delivery
in challenging anatomy. Offers our highest level of rail support with a hydrophilic-coated
polymer sleeve for smooth device delivery and vessel wall interaction. Super stiff support for
strength and stability when placing large devices such as thoracic sheaths and in AAA
procedures. The NaviPro Hydrophilic Guidewire is a percent hydrophilic guidewire designed for
cannulation and smooth passage through tortuous anatomy. Extra Support for contralateral
approach and device delivery, enhanced tip strength for crossing stenosed lesions. A
vessel-straightening guidewire for challenging cases where torque response, very high rail
support and significant pushability are required. Designed to help steer, cross and deliver
devices in tortuous anatomy and highly resistant lesion cases. A resilient yet flexible guidewire
designed to help navigate in cases of tortuous anatomy and highly resistant lesions. Offers
increased resiliency with the ability to help steer and deliver devices in tortuous anatomy and
highly resistant lesions. The gold standard in guidewires. The preferred hybrid wire technology
among surgeons who value consistent performance in routine and challenging cases for nearly
two decades. Thruway Guidewire. The guidewire that shows you the way. Nitinol wire with
striped jacket designed to provide excellent visual feedback and handling. Impacted stones.
Tortuous anatomies. Ureteral obstructions. Skip to main content Skip to search Skip to product
navigation. Choose your Country or Region. Need Help? Contact Us. Filter By All Specialties.
View By List Gallery. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. The wire pin brush lifts out loose hair and debris. It is designed for
general grooming and is ideal for everyday use. Safari grooming tools are easy to use for every
coat type and feature ergonomic comfort-grip handles. These quality products help to reduce
shedding, mats and tangles while promoting healthy coats for pets. Safari dog grooming
brushes and grooming tools are safe and easy to use. Brush in the direction of hair growth,
from head to tail and then down the legs. Use flowing strokes, separating the hair as needed. To
fluff the coat, brush against direction of hair growth. Take care to avoid removing too much hair
at one time when using your Safari dog brush. Use your Safari dog grooming brush frequently
to help enhance the coat's natural luster, reduce shedding and encourage a healthy coat.
Starting at the head, move toward the tail, then down the legs using long strokes that follow the
direction of hair growth. Coastal Pet Products is a family of pets and people. Fifty years strong,
our Ohio-based company is committed to innovation, safety and quality. We enrich interactions
between pets and people with high-quality, lifestyle products for dogs and cats. Our many
brands include Safari, Herm. The Safari Pin brush is excellent for general grooming of small to
large dog breeds. This Pin brush helps to lift out loose hair and debris. Brushing distributes
natural oils, leaving a shiny, healthy coat. If the coat tends to be heavily matted, a safari comb,
rake, or Slicker can be used to break up the mats. The Pin brush can also be used to fluff the
coat by brushing against the direction of hair growth. Skip to main content. You can return the
item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK
and HI. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 9 hrs and 16 mins Details. Only 3 left in
stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. What America
Buys. Safari Pin Brush for Dogs Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Safari Pin Brush for Dogs
Small. Brand: Safari. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products.
About this item Removes dirt and debris from dog coats Distributes natural oils through coat
for shine Ergonomic handle for secure grip Best suited for small to medium breeds Brush with

long strokes in the direction of the hair growth Brushing distributes natural oils, leaving a shiny,
healthy coat Perfect for use with a Safari grooming comb or dematting tool Suggested breeds:
Miniature Poodle, Pomeranian, Pekingese, Shih Tzu, Shetland Sheepdog, Miniature Schnauzer,
Lhasa Apso. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these
items ships sooner than the other. Show details. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. From the manufacturer. Full line of consumer-friendly grooming tools. Lifts
out loose hair and debris Available in small and large sizes Ergonomic design Safe and easy to
use. Grooming Tips. How to Brush Safari dog grooming brushes and grooming tools are safe
and easy to use. Brush Carefully Take care to avoid removing too much hair at one time when
using your Safari dog brush. Brush Frequently Use your Safari dog grooming brush frequently
to help enhance the coat's natural luster, reduce shedding and encourage a healthy coat. Lifts
out loose hair and debris. Excellent all-around grooming tool. Stainless steel pins retract for
easy clean up. Works on all coat types. Designed to easily remove mats and tangles from a
variety of coat types. Removes fleas and debris. Great for removing loose dog hair and
stubborn mats or tangles without irritating the dog's skin. We are committed to designing and
delivering quality products that people trust for the pets they love. Important information
Directions Use long strokes, brushing in the direction of hair growth. Compare with similar
items. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I bought several
different kinds of brushes for my two new shih tzu puppies and this is my go to brush!!! Works
so well and the girls LOVE it! I have been using this brush for the last 5 months on my 2 Shih
Tzu puppies and I really can't say enough good things! I use a conditioning spray first and then
use this brush and it works out most of the tangles without hurting the girls! Grooming has
become a very peaceful time! The girls are now 8 months old and still in full coat, so this brush
has been great! Would highly recommend for any long haired dogs. By Kindle Customer on July
28, Images in this review. Untangles without causing damage to coat like most other brushes.
Most brushes damage hair and coat while untangling. The majority of brushes work by "pulling
out" tangles by entrapping tangles with tiny balls on the tips of the brush. It is very hard to find
a brush without this feature for under 30 bucks. It gets out tangles and does not damage the
coat. My Poms also seem to enjoy their brushing. I came back to order my FOURTH one today
because I also like to use on my own long bleached hair and need a brush that will not "pull".
I've had this for about one year. This brush is not most efficient at removing out dead coat. I
read another reviewer complaining about balls at the end of the brush. I have 3 of these. None of
them have balls on the end. One person found this helpful. I finally gave up trying to deal with
her coat myself and contacted a professional groomer. Needless to say, the pup came home
looking like a canine rock star. My groomer recommended that I get a good pin brush without
the typical little balls on the tips and a leave in spray conditioner, to use between groomings. I
did both and I'm incredibly pleased with this brush! My little hellion of a dog actually sits for
brushings now. The spray conditioner helps a lot and the little ball-less brush tips detangle
without tugging. The bristles are set into a very flexy rubber brush base so they move with your
pet's body no stabbing or poking. It's high quality without a high price tag. The stress-free,
zero-fight, non-growling, no-bite results I get using this brush are priceless. This is really good
brush for my bichon poodle puppy. I bought 3 brushes for her, and was using fine detangling
pin brush and plastic brush daily for last 3 weeks which were smalker than this brush, thinkig
they are working fine. Now she got pretty long hair so I thought I should use this brush for once,
and was very surprized that my puppy's hair was quite tangled! I didn't noticed that when I was
using smaller brushes, and this brush detangles from the deep down of her hair. After good,
unpainful brushing whis this brush, my puppy is twice her size, and very fluffy! I can't believe I
never noticed she had so much tangles under her surface hair before I used this brush. Highly
recommend!!! Timothy Smith Top Contributor: Pets. Safari makes excellent cat grooming tools!
This one works pretty well along with a regular brush and comb for long haired cats, but during
shedding season can tug at fur too much. Probably much better for short haired cats, but still a
great addition to a set of grooming tools. It's much better to have a handful of different tools, as
they all work differently. Sturdy Brush with Rubber Ergonomic Grip. Professional Tool From
Ebelyn. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I use it every other day to just comb
through my Pomeranian and it works like a treat. I use spray on conditioner and comb it through
with this brush. It's quite sturdy and light. Easy to carry and doesn't pull when I brush the little

one. Highly recommended if you have fluffy dog. Report abuse. This is the best brush ever! I
bought one in the UK many years ago and having used it on 2 Bichon Frise it was looking a little
worse for wear. I could not find another one anywhere, so tried other brushes but always went
back to this one even though it was passed its best. So pleased to have found another one
again. Just found this brush to harsh for my Cavechon. It really did not go through his fur
without a struggle. Very happy with this brush does a great job. The brush pictured is not the
brush you will receive. I wrote after receiving a large plastic brush with pins way too long for my
dog and said the brush I received was not the one pictured and not what I had wanted. They
sent a new one and it just arrived and it's the exact same plastic brush. They need to update
their product information because what you're seeing here is not what you'll be getting. I've
included a photo. I owned the brush pictured in the product description for 4 years and it was
perfect for my Yorkshire Terrier. The brush pictured below is what I received, instead, twice and
the pins are far too long and the brush is too big. It's not at all what I wanted. Reviewed in
Canada on April 25, Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related products.
See and discover other items: pomeranian supplies , poodle comb , poodle grooming supplies ,
shih tzu brus
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h , Best poodle brushes for grooming , Explore Dog Brushes. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. For
general grooming. Small, Medium, Large. One Size. Cherrybrook Premium Pet Supplies.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

